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Search criteria

500m of SS 60765 98229

PRN E000611 NAME GARN GOCH, UNSPECIFIED EXCAVATION,
1855 NGR SS6056398083 COMMUNITY Penllergaer
TYPE Excavation YEAR 1855 ORGANISATION - PERSON Llewellyn JTD
SUMMARY Unspecified excavation at GARN GOCH by Llewellyn JTD

DESCRIPTION -

COMMENTS Previously recorded as 40183w
ARTEFACTS
TYPE: None recorded MATERIAL: - PERIOD: - DESCRIPTION: -

CROSS REFERENCES - GGAT00379w

SOURCES

PRN E005214 NAME Garn Goch Industrial Estate, Swansea NGR SS6059598156 COMMUNITY Penllergaer
TYPE EVALUATION YEAR 2004 ORGANISATION GGAT PERSON Sherman, A.
SUMMARY A field evaluation at Garn Goch industrial estate found no evidence of further archaeological resources.

DESCRIPTION GGAT was commissioned by Swansea Council to evaluate land south of Phoenix Way prior to
determination of planning permission for development on Garn Goch Industrial Estate. The land is tangential to the
Garn Goch Bronze Age Cairn (00379w), a Scheduled Monument. Results suggest there is no prehistoric activity other
than the cairn itself within the development site, though the presence of peat beds may yield valuable environmental
evidence, and the possibility of flint scatters close to the cairn could not be dismissed. GGAT recommended that the
view of the monument from Hospital Rd not be impeded, given that such views were ever important, and that measures
be taken to protect the historical setting of the monument.(Sherman, A, 2004)

COMMENTS None

https://walesher1974.org/her/temp/prev.htm?prm=0.5286179483098676
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ARTEFACTS
TYPE: None recorded MATERIAL: - PERIOD: - DESCRIPTION: -

CROSS REFERENCES -

SOURCES
Report Sherman A. 2004 Garn Goch Industrial Estate, Swansea: archaeological field evaluation. 1714 204/07
ReportPDF/1714_A931_GarnGoch_EVAL.pdf

PRN E005431 NAME The Rural Settlement of Roman Britain NGR SS5858587907 COMMUNITY Bishopston
TYPE PROJECT YEAR 2015 ORGANISATION University of Reading PERSON Allen, M et al
SUMMARY The Rural Settlement of Roman Britain project was undertaken by Reading University and Cotswold
Archaeology, on behalf of Historic England and the Leverhulme Trust, with the aim of creating a resource that brings
together the excavated evidence for the rural settlement of Roman Britain with the over-arching aim to inform a
comprehensive reassessment of the countryside of Roman Britain.

DESCRIPTION The Rural Settlement of Roman Britain project was undertaken by Reading University and Cotswold
Archaeology, on behalf of Historic England and the Leverhulme Trust, with the aim of creating a resource that brings
together the excavated evidence for the rural settlement of Roman Britain with the over-arching aim to inform a
comprehensive reassessment of the countryside of Roman Britain. It includes both traditionally published reports and
'grey literature' reports from developer-funded excavations since 1990. With the inclusion of the Welsh settlement data
in 2015 to complement that from England, the project includes some 3600 records of rural sites, accounting for c. 2500
individual settlements, the vast majority of which were reported on since the implementation of PPG 16 in 1990.
However the project has reached back and includes some sites published as early as 1808. Each site is described with
bibliographic entries, as well as information on chronology, settlement type, morphological form and associated
material culture and environmental data. The project has not included all investigations, such as watching briefs and
small-scale evaluations producing Roman evidence, but has limited its scope to those that have yielded plan,
chronology and quantified finds data susceptible of characterisation and synthesis. The cut-off for inclusion here is
publication before 31st December 2014 for sites in England and March 2015 for sites in Wales (Allen et al 2015).

COMMENTS None
ARTEFACTS
TYPE: None recorded MATERIAL: - PERIOD: - DESCRIPTION: -

CROSS REFERENCES -

SOURCES
Online Resource Allen, M, Blick, N, Brindle, T, Evans, T, Fulford, M, Holbrook, N, Richards, J.D, Smith, A. 2015 The
Rural Settlement of Roman Britain: an online resource http://archaeologydataservice.ac.uk/archives/view/romangl
/index.cfm
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